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SUMMARY

The American economy is experiencing-rapid structural change, -associated

with causes. such as increasipg foreign competition, technolOgical advances,

energy price rises, and consumer demographic trends. One cousequence of these

shifts'is that some number of."mid-career," non-disadvantaged American workegs

find themselves unemployed, despite having previously enjoyed relatively-
.stable work histories, high skill levels, and'high wages.- A previous paper

xye'' by the present author estimated that the number of'such Wor rs, as of March

1980, ranged between 400,000 and 900400', depending on t definition use A.

The present paper examines the question of what forms of employment and

training assfst°aace the federal government ttligh- most" usefully provide to
assist these workers become productively reemployed. As part of this
examination,' the appropriate role of, the existing CETA deliveryiaystem is

explored. -

Typical workers .disloc4ted by economic change are very different from
typical disadvantaged workers,'who have been the primary recipients of federal

:employment and training attention during the past decade.' They'are better
educatedire enjoyed more steady and extensive job experience, and are used.
to tomman ng 'comparatively. high salaries and fringe benefits. Further

more,. condition of dislocation --in the sense of having. become unemployed

from an occupation or industry experiencing long-term employment decline--is

not, a powerful predictar of experiencing' unempiqment of unusually long
duration or involving severe economic ,hardship.. Thus, the rationale for
assisting dislocated workers an traditional equity grounds of assisting
workers ata disaclimntage. in the labor market .is virtually nonexistent.

.*

Just as:the reasons for aiding dislocated workers differ from the reasons'

/for aiding disadvantaged workers, so the employment And training needs-of the
tut( grOups differ. In particular, dislocated workers. generally would not
benefit from the "pre-work-readiness" training and "starrier ". work experience

programs which have beem the mainstays offederal employMent and training
programs for the disadvantaged. Rather, the highest priority needs of the

typical dislocated worker are twofold:



o job search assistance in.the.period immediately following:dismissa4
, I .and

o financing of specific skill training for a subset of workers who
will.be making a-major occupational transition.

A third possible need'lor federal actionworker mobility assistance--is
examined.inthis paper'butlrejected as a priority, need.

Becausethe two populationsdislocated.workers and disadvantaged workers
are different in background and heeds, it, is difficult to make 4-presumio,-

ti4e.case that the CETA delivery,.system, designed to serve the disadvantaged,
should be the deliiery.vehicle'for serving' 'the dislocated; nothing so simple
as deleting-the income test for eligibility for CETA titles TIE and IIC is
appropriate.

. .

,

Instead of sharing their employment and training needs in common with
disadvantaged workers, dislocated workers share them in common with the
majority of the mainstream workforce.. These needs reflect basic private
markit failures in the general labor market, not problems exclusively ,facecY by
' workers dislocated by economic change. Therefore; the service delivery
institutions for meeting thee needs should s'erve the entire work fOrce rather
than dislocated workers 2sr Se. Specifically, this paper proposes\the crea-
tion of two such institutions:,

A short-term job development and placement operation which would

move temporarily into locales,of mass layoff, or substantial longr
term economic _declice,

o A national training fund for workerssseeking midcareer retraining.

The Canadian Manpower Conshltatpie Service provides a model for the first type
of institution, while the French Further Vodational Training System provides
'a model for the second type..

4
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I. INTRODUCTION AND.OVERVIEtl

The American economy is in an era of rapid economic change. The'swifi
R

pace-of technological innovation; the increasing,challengeof foreign cppe-.

4
tition; dramatic shifts in the price'Oi key industfial inputs; notably

energy; major changes in consumer, characteristics-and consumer
s
tastes; dnd

g
4

unpredictable redirections in government policies and ,expenditures all

cpntribuie to the rise of certain industries, regions, and'occupations and the

4 .

decline of Others.1 One consequence .of 'these changes is that a substantial ,

number of.Nidcareer,"'"mainstream" American workers have found themselves in

the ranks.of the unemployed, despite ,having previoucily enjoyed relatively

stable work histories, high skill levels,'and high wages. A previous paper'by
.

the present authoi- estimated that the number-of such workers, as'of March,

1980, ranged between 400,000 and 900,00 depending on the definition used.2

For approximately_the_past_fifteen years, federal.prograns dealing with

the employment and .training needs of. the-unqmplOyed have focused on persons

quite different from these workers dislocated by-.economic change: disadvan-
.

taged workers, typically characterized. by unstable labormarket experience,

, .

low skill levels, and low wage.rates. This
40? targeting-is Clearly chgracteris=-

tics of activities under the Comprehensiye Employment and Training Act

,

(CETA), and of federal initiatives on youth employment,as well.' Not since, the

1 On such chang s, see Marc Bendick, Jr.,,A Federal Entrepreneur? Indus-

trial Policy and Ame ican Economic Revitalization (Washington, D.C.: The:-Urban

-Institute, 1981)i, thryn Rudee Harrigan, 'Strategies for Declining Businesses

'(Lexington, Mass.": D.C. Heath, 1980); Gail Garfield Schwartz and Pat Choate,

Being Number One Rebuilding the U.S. Economy (Lexington, Mass.: D.C., Heath,

1980); and The Impact of International Trade-and Investment on Employment

(Washington, D.C. Department of Labor, 1978).

2 See Marc Bendick, Jr., and Judith Radl inski Devine, "Workers -Dislocated

by Economic Change: Do They Need Federal Employment and' Training.Assistance?"

in Seventh_ Annual Report of the National Commission for Employment Policy.

(Washington, D.C.: The Commission, 1980):175-226.



Manpower Deve2oRment and Training Act (MDTA) of 1962-have major fedgraliy-
1

aponsOred employment and training efforts been directed 'explicitly to the
.40

1

_needs of the iondisadvantaged strd-O-turally unemployed.
. . .

. %

Redirection pf lederal employment and training efforts away Irom.dinad
. _ _ .

vantaged workers and toward workers dislocated by economic,shange would .

. .

obviously entail changes in program eligibility rules:. At the same time, k
4
should also entail changes in the services being provided and their mode(

.

of delivery. This is true because-the two types of workers are very different

0100400Aor
.

./ .

in, their characateristics and their needs. The most specific goal of this

paper is to suggest the sorts of employment and training services which would.

-'1 .
,

,
.

.
.. .

( .

be most useful in assisting dislocated workers to becOme-reemployed. To do

so, the paper examines, in turn, mobility assistance haker II), .jol?

search assistance (in chapter III), and retraining assistance. (in chapter IV).

It concludes that certain fOrms of job search assistance and retraining

assistance-would----probableefficient_andteffeCti.meorms of federal aid to'

dislocated workers, while mobility assistance would probably not be a very

- .

useful'approach.
P

The most important Ictme of this paper, however, 'is not containdd.in

its specific, conclusions concerningAthese three MOdes of emplOyment and
. .

, .

.

training assistance. -, aather, the most significant message of this report

. :
,

concerns the basic way in which.the issue of dislocated workers is approached.
,

r

-s,!

. ,
.

.

Most discussions concerning employment and -. training service's

.

for workers

:dialocated.by,ecniomic change have been structured in much the Same way

that ditoussiOni of auchiervicei for,diiRdvantaged workers has been struc

tured. That.is,Aiislocated workers are thought 'of 'as alistinct poOdla;ion of

individuals, a.population which is relatively easy to define by'program

eligibility, rules and whose need for services are both relatively homogeneous.

4P1



and diptinct from the needs of other workers. My previ ous paper on dislocate

workers, by descr4bing the chaiacteristic41 of these workers and Lelr labor

market ditcumstances, euggested the inapprdpriatenede of this thinkidg and

argued against the Creation of new federal employment and training initiative

.
yith such workers as their target population. Among other things, that paper

# ..

concluded that:I

o' The overall magnitude of the dislocated worker population is not -
strikingly large. For example, even by the broadest definition
Aaployed in that, paper, they'constitutelest; than one percent of th
U.S. labor force.. and less. than 14 .percent of the unemployed.

o The Category of dislocated worker itself is at most a weak predicto
that an unemployed person wil/.suffer long periods of.unemployment,
special difficultiewbecoming reemployed,. or extreme economib
.hardship while unemployed.

o To the extent that dislocated workers do experience uiusually leng
eriods of unem lo..ent the causes of this lon dur tion enerall
reflect peat and present affluence rather than past or present

distress. These "disabil±ties" of affluenceP include .geographical

mi ty arisidgfrom homeownership; financial incentives to wai
inordinately long for recall from,layoff, lured.by very high'gai;es
and generous fringe benefits enjOyed.on that previous'job;-and lac
of financial pressureto seek immediate reemp/oyment4 becanee.gf
-generous coverage by gage replacement programs and the presence of'
other-earners in the family. . . .

......

Such circumstances'do.not 'seem ta:provide a rationale for assistance to
. . . .4.?". .

dislocated workers yer se. N.

. : a ,
i

And yet a number of rationales do exist for federal...employmeneand.'
, / , .

4-.

training activities, based on the failure of the privake)market to-operate:. S ( -I'e?'
.

efficiently for the labot market in general. The increasing pace of economic

change, of which dislocated workete are a symptbm, exacerbates these failures

gIn.rejecting the no ion that dlslocatd workers as such should receive

federal employment and training assistance, we should not overlook the rising

See Bendick-and Devine, Workers Dislocated by Econamic.Change,-op.
cit., p.217.



for gederal employment an traiang activities addressing those failures

M .

and serving dislocated workers as part of nerving the total labor force.
.

.
.

These key private market failures, which are discussed in greater detail later
/

in this report, are:
,

.
i

\

....0_ Lack of saequate job search skills on the part df unemployed indi-

vidaafs .

.
. .

Lack of adequate-institutions to assist unemployment individuals

in searching for jobs.

Failure by employers to provide adequate training for their eMploy-

ees.

Failure b individuals to urchase adequate trainin for themselves.

Because these `problem afflict the labor forces in
,

general rather than
. -

9

woykers dislocated by economic change excldsively, tfie .problems ofdiiiocated

workers are more more appropriately addressed if dislocation is seen less as a

characteristicog an identifiable population of individuals than asa recur-

rent temporary condition .in the career of the majority of workers. This

latter approach acceptd the rapid and increasing pace of change in the economy-

- -

as au egoing and increasingly dniversal pct of economic life.
. .

.

Such'a change in Aasic perspective carried important 'implicatione'for

current policy debates concerning the.4deral employMent and training initia-

tives for the dislocated. In particular, it implies a shifting of discUssion

away froM."such topiCis'as possible "retargeting" of CETA (or,CETA-like). re-

sources from the disadvantaged to the dislocated (e.g., through alteration of

the income-eli,gitiility limits for CETA Titled IIB and IIC)4 and it broadens

the scope of ,interest beyond .dislocated workers .who eXhibit labor market
,

difficulties 1(e.,g.,, by experiencing unemployment of long duration). Instead,

it focuses discussion on the transitions which all - workers must undergo. when

8
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-.

,

_.----
! \

faced by, e_goatic change, .whethet Dr not thoSe .transitions are marked by'

--'(
, .1

unejav oyment and whether or .not these workers are identifiable as "disloCated."
' -

it suggests the need to:think in terms of new ppblic labor market institu-
. .

tions to serve the entire labor force, not just some-identifiably-aistressed

subset of workers.
>.---f------T

I

..-

Chapter V of th46S report will argue.the.need for two such new labor

. __--- 1 .
.

market 4atitutions: one.for job search assistance in labor Markets experienc-,

. . ,.- )

ing sudden-or sustained high levels of unemployment and one for financing the
0.

retraining of mid-career workers. .In each case, an existing program.in a'

foreign, nationz-Canada and France,, respectively --is used to indicate thesott

of institution which is being proposed'.

0

11;
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II. MOBILITY ASSISTANCE

One of the 'characteristics of unemployment associated with structural

changei,in the economy id that it tends to concentrate'in locales where
0

industries in decline are concentrated. High ;unemployment rates in these-
,

locales may coe4ist with low unemployment rates elsewhere in the country.

For example,.the following unemployment rates alX were recorded during the

month of July 1980:1

Areas of High Unemployment' Unemployment Rate

Flint, Michigan 22.4%

Elkhart, Indiana 19.7

Saginaw, Michigan 17.1

DecateUr; Illinois 16.0

Youngstown, Ohio 14.3

Johnstown, Pennsylvania 13.4

.1
Areas of Low Unemployment Unemployment Rate .

State of Wyoming 3.8%
Lafayette, Louisiana 3.9

Austin, Texas 4.0

'Houston, Texas 4.4

TUlsa,0klahoma .
4.8'

RaleighDurham, North Carolina 4.9

it, is definitely harder for job seekers to find. employment in areas of

few vacancies.and many job seekers,2aut that is precisely where many workers

dislocated by-economic change currently live. Therefore, One way for them to

enhance .their chances of becoMIng reemployed yould be to' migrate to areas of

low unemployment and rapid job growth. The question for public policy is:

1 U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Earnings 218 (September 1981),

Table E-1. .

/
.

4
q

2 In my previous study of dislocated workers for the National Commission
for Employment Fancy, I estimated that if a worker unemployed by economic

change lives in an area with an unemplOyment rate\above 8.5 percent, his

expected duration of unemployment is increased about 20 percent. See BendiCk

and Devine, "Workers Dislocated by Economic Ch4nge," cit., p.199.

10



shOuld the federal government provide financial assistance Or special employ-,/

meat services to encourage And assist such migration?

In seeking an answer to this question, we ,shall first describe the

nature of barriers i&..,mobility,rand then we shallexamine the record of past

government efforts at mobility assistance.

Barriers to Worker Mobility

Compared to many other industrialized nations, the United Statei is a .

For example, as of 1970, some 47 percent of

U.S. hoUseholds moved duiing a five fear period, comps re4 to 33 percent of

relatively mobile .society.

,

n.1 And -yet the degree ofhouseholds.in Japan and 38.percent is Great .Britai

residential mobility should

proportion of allAmoves'are

not be overestimated.

undertaken by a small

For one-thing, a aklbstantial

proportion' of households who'

move repeatedly, leaving a large proportioh:-)of the population who .move seldom

or never. Furthermore, the tendency for households"- -to move falls rapidly as

ofthe household-becames-Older;- for example
V

-as; of 1970, -some 71.6 _percent

householdsoin 'the 25 through 34 -age range moved' within a five year period,

while only 32.4 percent of'.hauseholda in the 45 through 54 age range did
.

sO.2 Finally, more than half of all. residential moues involve remaining.

within a local area;. onlyAbout 20:percent involve moves across state lines.3

Such numbers do not suggest that.a large. proportion of workers dislocated by '

econamic'change would .be 'readily amenable to moving lohg distances to seek

`reemployment.

i

,

Cell:.; See Larry H. .T...0,4 and a G. Boertlein,The Geograpteical Mobility' f
Americans, An.International Comparison, -Current Population ,Reports; Special
Studies Series P-23; Number 64 (Washington:1'1U+ Bureau of the Census,
no date).

4,
2 Long And Boertlein, op.cit., p.9.
, A

6

3 Long and BoerElein,,oPcit., p.20.

c
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Several elements cOntribute to tWirgenet41 reluctance to move. Ode ia

the psychologidai 'and sociological/ roots of family, church, aid community,

attachments.whichr often are paAllularlY important among.blue,collar indus-'
4.

trial workers of strong ethnic background- who comprise a:substantial part of"
. 1

the current popuiation.of.dislocated workers. .Another eIeltent is the CQU'T

straint of homeownership. Many dislocated workers have' been affluent enough
e

to became homeowners, and the financial costs of selling one home and'purchas-
i

.

ing another can be a major deterrent to mill;Ing.1 The financial costs of

such moves. are particbrarly prohibitive ifs the home to be sold Is in a depres-

sed, lows -price housing market (for eXample, Detroit or Youngstown) and the

hoMe'bo be purthised>is in a growing, high-priced housing market (such as

Houston or San Diego).2. A .third eleMent creating barriers, to mobility is

the presence of a second earner in the hotibeholds of many dislocated workers.3

When moving to another city to finds, a job 'for one worker-requires that another

worker in the household quitin existing job, the costs and risks of the move
a

aregreatlYincreasad.

Given all, these circumstances, it is most sensible> to think of the

population of disloceted workers as.-exhibiting a broad range of willingness to

"1 In my previous study of dislocated workers, I estimates' .hat being a'
homeowner increases the expected duration of unemployment fe:i :t dislocated .

w'rker by about 10 percent-. See Bendick and Devine, "Workers.Dislocated by

En nomic Change," op:Cit. p.204-207.
. .

_.._--- . -
. .

'.2 1.2rthermore, in recent years, rapidly, rising home mortgage interest

rates in A .high-inflation era have made newly-issued mortgagescvery much more
expensive, than mortgages issued in.earlier years, 'increasing"the reluctance of

homeowner's to sell.

3 In my previous study of diSlocateej+rs, riestimated that about 5.7
percent of workers dislocated by economic'tchange h.Lie one or more additional

earners in their household.' See Bendick and Devine, ."Workere- DisloCated

.,Economic Change," alt. cie., p.213.

.r. 12.
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move. Among those workers who are young, not homeowners, not dissociated with
)

. .... N. ''

an employed. spouse, and ndt strongly attacheeto family and community roots,
. A'

-.,

quite a few individuals would be willing to move. As eaqh of.these conditions

.is, altered, hSwever tbiS willingness would decrease; and many dislocated-
,

workers exhibit s many Of,the factors associated with immobility that they

prove eatrealely rel ctant to uproot.

Some imitation of.the proportion of workers'fallirg into each of the

Ncaeggories n be gleaned from the following data on the mobility histories of

Forkers whia were dislocated by economic change as of March 1980. Fore five

.year period preceding th ir unemployment, 40 percent of these workers had

resided continuously in the same house; an additional 37 percent had moved at.

least once; but only within the same local area;- and only 22 percent had

d long, distance.1 .Confirming this motion that the proportion willing to

move will be modest,, approximately 20 percent of enrollees in the Department

of Labor's Job Seatch and Relocation Assistance Pilot Program and 6 percent of

enrollees for- TradeLdjustment Assistance utilized relocation-assistance.2

Mobility Assistance Programs

Over the past 15 years, the federal government has been involved in

se eral mobility demonstration 'projects_ or pilot projects.3 Additionalli,

es'

various mobility assistance provisions have peen included in recent ad hoc

1 See Bendick and Devine, "Worker Dislocated by Economic Change".

221..cit., p.206.

2 See Michael C. Barth and Tritzie.Reisner, Worker Adjustment tO:131..ant

Shutdowns and .Mass Layoffs: An Analysis of Program Expliriehoe and Policy

Options. Washington,' "Y.CF Incorporated, 1981, p.3-32.

3 For descri7.tions of some of these efforts-, see Charles F. Mueller,

"Migration of tho Unemployed: A Relocation Assistance Program," 'Monthly Labor

Review (April 1981, pp.62-64,ind,Audtey Freedman, "Labor Mobility. Project's

for the Unemployed," Monthly Labor Review (June 1968), pp.56-162..

13
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.
dislocated worker adjustment programs such as Trade Adjustment 'Assistance

(TAA).1

One common form of .assistance provided under such initiatives cash

\'epa3aeoc of some ofythe out-of-pocket costs of moving, primarily the c sts of

transporting the 'worker, his family, and his household goods. Such grants

typically have been limited, to a few hundred dollars; for example, TAA

provides for repayment of 80 percent of out-ofTpocket expenses, plus a lump-

sum,payment of three times the worker's average weekly wage, but with,n upper-

'limit of $500. However, some prdgrams have been tonsiderably more generous.

The Redwood Parks Act offers reimbursement of 80 percent-of transportati n and

living expenses (up to $5C0); plus.reimbutsement of household moving expinseS;

plus up to 10 days of age; plus reimbursement of the difference betwjen the

I

sale price of a home and its fair market value (or, for rentets, the costs of

04. I

lease cancellation).

It is probably safe to say that cash benefits of few hundred dollars

will have rer&vely little effect on changing the unwillingness to move of

workers who have little prior propensity to move--those who are homeowners,

with established families, employed spouses, and attong community roots.

Younger, single less established workers have often been the main volunteers

(44,-

for such benefits, but they probably were fairly' willing to move even without

such assistancJ.2 At the >itClr. end of the spectrum, programs which offer to

!!make good" the financials losses from home sales and to cover the substantial

costa of movingilarge established families and all their household goods are

inevitably very\eipensive per transfei; and even then, they may still serve
V.

1 See U.S.. Department of Labor, Unemployment Insurance and Proliferation

of Other Income Protection Programs for aperienced Workers, Occasional Paper

80-1.(Washington, U.S. Department of Labor, 1980).

2 Freedman, orP.Atv p.59.?
_ A
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more to -reimburSe the costs incurred by families already'. willing tr.. move'

rather than to induce additional movement.' Even /without .carefully
5

trdp_led data ontthe effects of such programs,.itis reasof2a'llz to conclude

/
that\modest financial paymentS:primarily reimbdise"the costs of ,workers who

were relatively mobile even in the absence of these payments; they should not

be thought ,of as a promising way to induce a great, deal. of additional worker

mobility.

A second form of assistance provided by some, past mobility assistance

programs is that of social-worker type counselling to assist the family to

find housing and to resolve family adjustment problems in a new community.

The clear evidence from past programs is that such assistance would -be of

little value to the majority of dislocated workers. TO the extent that such

assistance has been valUable at all, it has been so primarily for disadvant-

aged workers, especially. those moving to urban settings from rural areas;'

"and tp such cases, the most efficient sources for such *assistance" is the

social services system already existing in the'new community, not some ad hoc

assistance provided by a mobility program. Such assistance is neither neces-

sary r appropriate for the vast majority,of dislocated workers.2

The'third type oLassistance often offered by mobility assistance rd-The

grams is financial and informational resources for long-distance job search;
ti

Included in this category are cash grants to cover the out-of-pocket costs of .

a. job search trip to a distant job market; job-fairs at whicemployers from

distant areas, are brought to a labor-surplus area to. conduct interviews;

_1 For related evidence on the failure of modest financial incentives
to induce household mobility, see Raymond: J. Struyk and Marc Bendick, Jr.,
editors, Housing Vouchers for'the Pdor (Washington, D.C. A The Urban Institute
Press, 198l), chapter 5.

.

,

2 See Freedman, op.c p.60. For'related evidence which suggests that
.evendisadvantaged families typically do not need such dervices, see Struyk
and Bendick, asisiVouchers, pp.252-259. ,
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information on 'jobs in distant' areas;1. and facilitation of job intervieWs,

via long - distance telephone.

Many of these activities are of relatively low cost to the government to

.

proyide and may overcome substantial barriers to molity for a subset 6f

dilloCated Workers. After all; the risks'ofmoving are- gredel reduced if a

j

.

has already been located;, some workemfand their families who would not
4

be willing to undergo the. costs and inconvenience or moving on the possibility.

7

of a new job would do so with a definite job offer in hand. Therefore, of the

-various forms of mobility assistance, this third general category appears the
,

most promising in terms of relative costeffectiveness.
At,

BOwever, even this relatively cost - effective type of aid should not be

expectecrto generate mobility among the majority of dislocated workers Whose

circumstances are strwly re stent to mobility.' No modest-scale mobility

assistance is likely to shift them./And, in consequence, mobility assistance

in-general should probably not be focused upon as a major thrust of reemplOr7 .

meat programs for dislocated workers. As desirable as it might be to move

unemployed Arkers to more promising -labor markets, American workers are

remarkably resistent to such pressures to move; and mostAlobili y assistance

is unlikely to change their minds.

.4P

C).

1 -Inter-area job information provided by the Jobx,Service will.be'dIscus-
sed in chapter III of this report.
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III. JOB SEARCH ASSISTANCE

9

Job search ,assistance refers. to the provision to the "unemployed of

either encouragement to be actively searching for a job, information on "job

availability, or training in job search and application technique's. Such

,

activities are well-established parts of the repertoire of employment and

training services offered by various government programs6 , past and present,. as

well as by the private sector, both nonprofit and for-profit:

There is reason to believe that government provision of such services

may very well be both useful and cost - effective in the case of many workers'

fdislocated:by economic change. There is, of course, wide variation among t,

d slocated workers, as in any large population, of thelevel of Job search

skills and resources which individuals willpossess. But a substantial

proportion of such workers have, prior to 'betaming dislocated, enjoyed long:

tenure with one employer. Their job search skills, which may never have been

tensiVe;.- are therefore often rusty from diause. Additionally, the experi-
/

/ ence of becominIg'unemployed,after an extepded period of job stability is

emotionally traumatic for many' workers, making various forms of encouragement

T) . .

---
.

Potentially important in overcoming lethargy. Finally', many dislocated
i

workers become unemployed. as-part of plant closures or mass layoffs or in a

locale ot,general economic decline. In such circumstances, run -of- the --mill.

.

types of 'job search approaches- -such as asking friends and relatives or

checking for postings at local -plant gatesmay-be inadequate, whereas they

might have sufficed in more favorable circumstances.

Another' consideration which tend's to Make job search assistance a

relatively attractive instrument for government action is its high potential

cost=effectiveness, not only from the perspective of societyin general but
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also from the more narrow perspective of the government's own financial

outlays. The costs of jbb search assistance, per .client served, tead'to be
or

orders of magnitnde below the costs, for example;- of worker retraining; while

the potential returns --largely in terms of
unemployment.comPensation payments

'aVoidedcan be substantill. .0.

ThuS, fok cost reason s:well as effectiveness reasons, various

strategies for job search assistancedeserve careful examination'in the

develcipment of assistance strategies for dislocated workers. In this section,

we will-review two aspects of such services: the ongoing Job Service-and

- .

special, ad hoc, experimental, or innovative approaches to job searcha.ssist-

aim?. typified by "job clubs."

The Job Service
...-

The United States' major ongoing "governmental institution for job search

services is, of course, the federal -state emplOyment service,,-which in most

states is now called the Job Service. In operation since the 1930's; the'.

Service now has approximately 2,600 local offices throughoUt the.United

States. Statistics on their scale of operations' make clear that thetinsli

IA fiscal year 1979, for example, 15.5 million job

with the Service; 9.5,million job openings Were

tion is not trivial.

seekers were registe

listed; and 4.5 million individuals were placed.'
0

Despite this large scale of operation; the Job Service has never dave-
2 4

loped a dominant role as a labor exchange in U.S. labor markets. While the

Job Service/is involved in millions of job placements each. year, this scale of

operation is only a small fraction of "the total job placements in the country.

1 Employment and Training Report of the President,, 1980,' p.58.

X18
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For.example, a recent survey, of 3'7 studies of job seeking behaAvior reported

that the average Proportion of successful job placements accounted for by the
4.

Job Service was 6.8 percent.' Furtheimore, the dominant types of job va:can7

!..
.

cies listed in the Job Service files tend to be relatively poorly paidv.entry

level positions heayily'concentrated in dpmestic service jobs, clerical

occupations, and some high turnover"blue collar jobs.2 Thus,, .without "a

major change in its overall tole is'a- labor exchange, the Job Service-is not

prepared,,to provide information about the vast majority of the job openings

relevant to dislocated workers; it does not list the majority of jobs in a

locale, and it is particularly short of job openings for experienced and

skilled workers;

Several ocher factors, in addition to its lack of relevant job openings,

would' tend to hamper the effectiveUess of, Job" Service offices in providing

useful assistance' to dislocated workers. First, many Job. Service offices
tn .

offer very little counsellfng or job search advice; to the extent that a

dislocated worker needs either encouragement in his search --or coaching in

search and' interviewing skills, the Service is simply not set up to meet those

.negds0 Second, in a ,time when unemployment is rising rapidly in the juris-
,

-diction,of a local Job Service office --es, for exa ple, in 'a time of miss

layofflor plant Closurethe office may temporarily s ift staff resources away

from plaCepient assistance for temporary. duty in proceesfng the heavy load of

unemployment insurance claims. Third, virtually the only job listings avail-

able.in a .1.ocal office refer to.the local labor market; the Job Service is
1

1 David W. Stevens, "A Reexamination of What is Known About Jobseeking

Behavior in the United States." In Labor Market Intermediaries (Washington:
National Commission for Employment Policy, March 1978), pp.99-100._

2 Barth and Reisner, Worker Adjustment, op.cit., p.3 -17.

3 Barth,and Reisner, Worker Adjustment, op.cit., p.3-17
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not well.set up to provide leads to dislocated workers willing to consider

jobs in more distant lacales.1,
. ...

lxpansion of the role of the .job Services as a labor exchange intermedi-

_
,

ary may well be a sensible direction
0 for'long-term. development in theU.S..
a

4'

employment and training system. But the_relevant word here is long-term. In

43
its current role, the Job Service has relatively, little to offer by way of job

search assistance to the Majority of dislocated workers; and there is no

low,-cost, easy, short-termway to develol) that capability-"Within the Service.

Job Clubs

If the majority of successful jab placements are not obtained through

the Job Service, how 'are they obtained? The answer is: Ihrough informal'

channels of search; priMartly personal contacts through friends and relatives

and direct application to firma ("at the plant gate "). The survey of 30 job

-.search studies mentioned earlier reported that an average of 34 percent of%'
s ccessful placements came via the former channel and 31 percent via the

latter. The entire range of formal channels for job search--including both

public and pri;ate employment agencies, want ads, and union clearinghouses--

each:accounted for only a relative scattering of.successes.2

If' this basic fact about successful jobseeking in general applies to

dislocated wOrkers'as well--and there is not strong reason to' believe °ther

wise-:-then the keys to successfuly job search for them may be characterized

as: a high level of sustained personal effort, maximization of personal

1. The Job Service offersan interstate clearance system for job vacan-
cies; but this system does nat:typically provide substantial-assistance to the

majority of dislocated workers., Only job openings remaining unfilled more
than 30 days even enter the system. Also, utilization of the system depends

on initiative by the job seeker and .the management of his local Job Service

office. -

2 Stevens, "Alleexamination of What is Known 'About Jobseeking,"
. -pp.99 -101.

20
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contacts', and'attractive self-presentation. The emphasis must therefore be on

individuals' finding jobs for themselves, ratherAthan on formal intermediaries

finding jobs for theM.

"Job clubs" are a' currently "fashionabie,model of°job search assistance
\.

institutions which operate in this"self -help" style.1 A job club is a

temporary alliance of job seekers who meet regularly to provide aid
\

reinforcement to each\individual's job search. - Normally, they are

under the aegis of a jOb search assistance program,-

The operating mode of a job club, typically includes-the

ments.2

o A membership of no more than 25;

Regular meetings for suthstantial amounts of time ( , half A

day three. times per week);

and mutual

organized'

following

A

4o Explicit training On specific job search and self-presentation
skills (e.g., resume writing; interview techniques); extensive'use

of practical exercises and role-playing in this training;

4

o

t

Provision of job search materials and facilities (n"dwsiaper want

ads, 'telephones) for actuak job-:seeking durIng the meetings;

and

o An atmosphere of, peer pressure and support for a sustained level Of

search activity..

1 On Aob club's, see N.H. Azrin., T.. Flores, and_S.J. -Kaplan, "Job Search

Clubs: .A GroupzAssisted Program for Obtaining Employment," Behavior' Research.

and Therapy 13(1975), pp.17-27C B.J. Kemp and C.L. Vash, "A Comparison

Between TwoPlaCement Programs for Har'&.C6re Unemployed Perscins," Journal

of Employment. Counseling 8(1971), pp.148-115; P. McLure,"Placement ThrOUgh

Improvement of Clients" Job Seeking Skills;" Journal of Applied Rehabilitation.

Counseling 3(1972), pp.188-196; G.L. Reid; "Job Search and the Effectiveness

of. Job-Finding Methods," Industrial andLabor Relations Review 25(1972)
pp.479-495;: .and B.R. Schiller, "Job Search Media: Utilization and Effective-

ness," Quarterly-Review of Econodics and Business 15(1975), pp "55 -63.

2 This description . is adapted from Barth and Reisner,. Worker Ad ustment,

Op:cit., pp:3-18.
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The record of job clubs in terms of both raw. placement statistics and

costeffectiveness appears impressive.1 For -example a study of one pilot
4--

project estimated. that 65 percent of jo club participants found'sjobs within

one month, campared to 35 percent in a control group. In a second: pilot

study,auccessrates of 62 percent for

werefor Controls estimated; and the

program participants and 33 percent -

cost per placement was estimated to be
00

only $167. A more.elaborate job club operation in Hidland Pennsylvania, on

the 'other hand, has ...perated at an average cost per placement of $724 Since

average unemployment benefits in the M.S. average some $400 per month,

these cost figUres suggest that-. avoidance of even one or two month's payment

of unemployment benefits would more dmm,pstify the expenditure.

There are two cautions which,..must be noted to temper these generally

-4
favorable-conclusions about job cltibi;. The first is that it is. not clear what

elements of the job 'club treatments are the ones responsible for their appa

rent success;dr,,.. indeedwhether packaging these elements together in a club.

-arrangement is essential or ideal.. Thus, the success of the clubs should

.probably be taken most generally as .a favorable indiCatiOn that intensive job

,
search assistance of some form is a useful apprpach to theAproblems of Un

employed dislocated workers; and.that therefore support should be made

available to a. range of institutionally innovative approaches to delivering

these services.

The.second-caution to be noted that while this type of job search

assistance seems effective...with. workers who

seeking jobs, less is known about the abil

t

e already motivated enough to be

0

fjob clubs to motivate and to

assist i'deeply'Aiscouraged" workers who have droppedout'of the labor market.

0

1 This paragraph is based on thesummary presented in Barth and Reisner,
Worker Adjustment, op.cit., p.3-19.
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1

A typical prerequisite to receiving assistance from a job club is that a job

seeker volunteers to participate. This willingness to enroll voluntarily

probably indicates at least a degree of hope that jobs can be found and a

degree of willingness to put out effort. Thereis no evidence that; for

example, mandatory participation in a job club program as a prerequisite for

receiving unemployment compensation payments would lead,to a similarly favor-

able.record of success.
\

Conclusions

Many -- perhaps even a majorityof workers dislocated by econonic change

face the need to make a major job transition. At the least, they need to

t replace the job they, have lost. They will have to find job_ openings and to

"sell themselves" to a new employer, tasks which many of them may not have

undertaken in some years. In many cases, they will not directly replace that

job. but instead repaCkage their skills to undertake a different occupation.

And, in almost all cases, they will abe undertaking these\ tasks under -the

psychological trauma of having been it go involuntarily.1 \ In such circum-

4

stances, it is not surprising thatajob search assistance- -both specific skill .

training and tr creation, of a structured environment of encouragement and

regular task assignments --seem 'to be effective in proMAing reemployment.

Furthermore, they seem to do so at relatively low cost in comparison to their

potential returns.

The current set of governmental job search .assistance institutions7-noi-

ably the Job Serviceappears not to represent adequate explsitation of the

potential of the job search'assistance approach. Additional. investment. in

1 On the -Psychological impacts of unemployient, see -Donald W. Tiffany,

Janes R. :CoWan, and Phyllis. M. Tiffany) ...jsjEineta1Social-Psycholo-
gical Portrait (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey; Prentice Hall, 1970).
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such assistance resources for workers dislocated by economic change seems a

'promising general direction for policy; and job clubs seem At least one
6.

promising model of a seryice delivery institution.-

)

o.

24
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IV. WORKER RETRAINING'

The level of expenditures per worker in a 'retraining effort are typically

an order of magitttude or more higher than those involved in either.job search

assistance or mobility assistance. 'Retraining thus tepresentd a true invest-

ment in human capital--an outlay whose benefits must be recouped over a

multi-year period--rather than a relatively modest current expense. In what-,

circumstances are such relatively major investments appropriate? This chapter

will first discuss whether there is need for government activity in'ehe

retraining of workers dislocated by economic change; it will then explore the

record of past government training efforts and-their implications for the

design of systems for delivering training services to dislocated workers.

Market Failure and Midcareer Worker Retraining
I .

One useful way to approach the question of whether government activity in

worker training is appropriate is to pinpoint'the ways in which the private

market does (or does not) fail to supply the socially-desirable amount Of

training. This question must be subdivided, in, turn,; into the question of the

amount of training purchases by employers for their workers and the amount of

training purchased by workers' themselves.

Let us deal first with training provided by employers. American industry

spends many hundreds of millions of dollar each year on,-staff training, ''

Perhaps as much as $40 to $50 billion.' And yet economic theory suggests

that this level of activity is alMost Certainly less than would be in the best

long-term interests of our society and economy.

1 See Ernst' W. Stromsdorfer, "Training in Industry" in Peter B. Doeringer,

editor, Workzlace Pespectives on Education and Training (Boston: Martinus

Nijhoff, 1981)4-pp.39-53.

25
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In reaching this conclusion, economists start from the premise that firms

decide to invest in worker training on the same basis that -they decide on

all types of investment: whether the financial returns to.thelirm from the
. .

activity justify the cost. Economists then separate training into two types- -

"general" training, which raises a worker's productivity in a'wide variety of

employment circumstances,' and- "firmspecific" training, which. enhances

worker's ptoductivity only while working for that specific.firt. When. 4:

worker is trained to operate a computer which many firms use iri-thetr,mork,

the training is of.tile'lormettype; when a salesman is briefed on the virtues

of hia4company's*Troducts, is lergely of the latter category.

Because firmspecific training.only inhances the employee's productivity

within the firm providing the tzainir romvtitive ,firms are unlikely to

try to attract the newlytrained empC ,y away from the firm providing

the training; the enhanced productivity flowing from the training investment

will therefore.elargely remain within the firm. providing the training. Buen

employee given general training will be an attractive target for being recruit-

ed away from the firm providing the training via higher wage offers to match

his increased productivity. Aliernatively,,in order to keep the eMplAte from

being attracted away, the training firm must raise the employee's salary as

T

fast as his productivity rises. In either case, the financial

the training investment is the employee, not the employer;

investment in general training is something that employers

reluctant to do.1

beneficiary of

and' therefore

are extremely

1 For a more formal exposition of, the theory of human capital sketched
here,see Gary S. Beaker, Mikan Capital (New York: National Bureau of Economic
Research,- 19641.

26
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The implications of dthis reasoning for Workers dislocated by economic

. change are made clear if we relabel the concept of "general training" with the

more familiar phrase, "traiiiigrable skills." In a typical job, there is

little incentive for an employer to provide workers with skills readily

transferable to other employment situati ns. Should an employee find himself

suddenly unemployed due to structural decline of his prior occupation or

industry, he will typically also find himself with less than optimal develop

ment of the skills readily in demand in other occupations or industries.

In-this reasoning, the financial returns to development of transferable

skills accrue to workers themselves, in the form of higher wages and decreased-

probability and duration of unemployment. Workers themselves then logically

,would be,willing to invest in their own general training. And certainly many-.

cases of workers clang precisely that are readily observable. When a high
L

school graduate goes on to obtain a college degree, he is making such an

investment; when a worker takes a job despite a low wage "because it is good

.experl.ince," he also is making that sort of investment. But a number-.of

-circumstances limit the extent'to which workers dislocated by economic

change are willing or able to undertake the full. amount of such investment

whIch'would be .socially optimal and economically efficient.

The first such circumstance is a shortage of information concerning what

type of training is most appropriate to invest in. Many.workers dislocated by

sifeconomic

change are. in midcareer in terms of a and have enjoyed relatively

lqng 'tenures in their'previous industry or oc
i pation.

They therefore are
,.

typically quite out of touch with recent information on vocational choices

.end their personal suitability for various jobs... And, indeed, the problem

27
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does not arise strictly because of the passage of time; many dislocated

workers are semi - skilled operatives from manufacturing industries who landed.

in their Original ocCupatio thout exten'etve guidance or deliberate choice.

A second circumstance which liateracts\with this lack of occupatidnal,.

choice information is that of risk aversion. Economists' Studies may indicate

that the average worker who undertakes a particular type of training may

expect such and'such a return on his investment; but there will always be a

dispersion arouikthis average return. Some workers who undertake a training,

investment in good faith will have difficulty getting placed and will,suffer

losses on that investment. IA, circumstances where the worker is unemployed,

money will typically be tight in the household;" and in the .absence

guaranteed return to this investment--a sure job placement after successful

completion of training -many individuals will feelAnwilling to take the risk

of laying out money for tuition: This unwillingness might- be partictilarly

pronounced if the money to pay for training would require bOrroing, with

fixed future repayment obligations, rather than dipping into -past savings.

A final factor which inhibits the willingness' of dislocated workers to

invest in their-own retraining is that of -cash flow. When,a worker is un-

employed, unemplof.:nt insurance and otherwage-replacement pr rams typically
\owe

replace some but by no means all of the worker's normal ,.take -home pay; one

recent estimate for 1980 places the average replacement ratio at 40

percent of pretax earnings.' A household's level of expenditures can be

adjusted downward only partially and graduallyparticularly for established,

middleaged households with fixed.- commitments such as mortgage payments.

1 See Wayne Vroman,. State-Unem lo
Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institue

eat Insurance 'Re lacement Rates In 1980'

1980).
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t Thus, if dislocated workers are tor pay for their own retraining,14hey will

have to be making cash outlays for tuition at"thevery moment when their cash

-'4

l

inflow is very heavily committed (and probably overcommitted) to maintaining

their previous standard of living.

By pointing out these facts, I do not mean to suggest that the government

should be presumed to be responsible for relieving dislocated' work/s of all

costs and risks associated with their Own retraining. Many dislocate workera,

1 A

prior to their disemploytnent, will have enjoyed relatively 11 wages for
o

d

.

extended periods of employment and will have built up (or, at least, could

have built up) substantial personal_ savings on which they can. call; and, as

note earlief in this paper, more than half of dislocated workers have at

.,.
GI .

least one additional earner in their households: Nevertheless, a Substantial

piopOrtion of dislOcated workers would be either reluctant or unwilling to

linanCe their, own retraining if substantial outlays,. are called for; that fact

must. berecognized, regaIdless of.what economic theory might suggest would be

"rational" behavior by these workers in a world of perfect markets.

Government Inyolvement'in Worker Retraining, Past and Present

The most important thing to note about the preceding discussion of

worker retraining is that -tha role which it implieg for government action is.

on the demand side of the. market for retraining services. The supplier side

of that market--the industry of institutions capable of responding to any

demand for such services --is large, diverse, and generally response. Among

the major elements of that supplier syitem are the followlag:1

,r

1 Data cited in the following paragraphs are from Digest of Educational

Statistics 1980 (Washington, D.0.: National Center.for Educational Statistics,

1980), pp.163 -173..
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a Adult schools, run by local school districts, providing elementary

school and high school - level. training in.basic'eduCati skills,
as well as secondary - school, level' Occupational skills, to those

beAnd normal school age:. As of 1975,, some 3.5 million adults were
-receiving general educational training, and 8.3.million were in-

volved in occupational training.

o' .Public.noncollegiate postsecondary vocational schools. Some 812 of

_these schools across the country enroll studeits,in a wide range. of

vocational courses, including business/office skills, cosmetology,
manual trades, arts/design; and health care paraprofessional train-

ing.

o - Proprietary' noncollegiate postsecondary-schools, numbering some

7,600, offer similar training to that offered in their counterpart
public schools. but do,so on a for-profit basis. The total enroll-
ment in both.public-andproprietary schools in this. category totaled

nearly 800,000:in 1978...
0 ,

o Public-and nonprofit yinior.colleges and community colleges, number-

inIg. 1,190 in.1978, enrolled more than 4- million students,'a sub-

stantial proportion of whom were in occupational curricula (rather

than *n academic curricula designed to enable them to transfer to

fouryear colleges). .

-15 .

. 1, %.,
.

A Public and nonprofit four-year colleges and universities, offering

preparation for occupations requiring baccalaureat, graduate, or

professional degrees.

,o;, -Special vocational training programs for disadvantaged adults?

--operating an ad hoc training 'delivery system (often under 'the

.'ausPices of a canimUnity-based'organization:such as,the'Oiportunities
Industrialization Center), typically with public funding. I

Of all' six types of -institutiOnals the federal employment and training
. ------.--

- ---n_
.

system has been heavily involved with the'"suPplier s
1.---de of-the market-in

building service delivery institutionsnly in the 'final, quantitatively

'small category. There is every reason to assume that the existing supplier

system represented'by the first five categories can be relied upon to delivery

training serviced-Of Only-the itsues of financial demand can be dealt. with.

This supplier system 'is eag,raphically widespread. When all its components ---

public, private for-pr ?fit; and nonprofit--are taken together, it 'moves

readily into Ygtuallylany open market niche.1 It is already providing

\

, *

.

1 On the-differentiation of products among these sectors of the industry;
,

.

see Marc Bendick, Jr., "Education as a Three, Sector Industry," in Burton A.

I

Wiesbrod, The-Voluntary N uprofit,Sector (Lexington, Mass.: D.C. Heath,_1977),
especially pp.102-1b9. ,., 0

3 0
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.

the types of training services which dislocated workers appear to need. And,

in an 4t..a of declining birth rates and declining population in the traditional

attending age ranges (5 through 21), the educational system has substan '

dial underutilized capacity.

Of particular policy.interest is the question of the extent to which the

sixth category of suppliers--special training programs 'lbw .serving the

disadvantaged7should be redirected to provide services instead to the dis

located. FOr example, one might think of accomplishing some of this retarget

ing by eliminating the income eligibility limits for CETA services. With

these nationallyimposed eligibility limits loosened, local CETA deCision

makers could then elect to serve either dislocated or 'disadvantaged indivi

duals, depending on their local priorities..., My own perspectives on the issue

1

of dislocated workers presented An this paper and the previousonel do not

support the desirability of Such a move.

The primary reason for this negative conclusion is that the special

educational needs of the disadvantaged differ from,those of the dislocated;

and, to the extent that these special delivery systems have developed special

expertise or services not available elsewhere, this expertise is targeted to

needs other than what dislocated workers require. In particular, disadvant

aged workers often lack recent or stable work experience' eivi consequently lack

general work attitudes and habits learned on the job; and disadvantaged

workers also often.lack basic literacy, Englishlanguage, and arithmetic

skills which are prerequisites to learning'specific job skillS. Therefore,.the

programs of many employment and training institutions for the disadvantaged

typically feature large quantitites of both /remedial general educationand

job attitude /`work habit development (through:such means as formal training on

these subjects and 'starter" wink experience). Dislocated workers are, by

1. Bendick and Devine, "Workers Dislocated .446.0 Economic Change, "

, 1 31
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*.'

definition, individuals with substantial work experiende. Furthermore, the

majority of dislocated waerkers have adequate general educational backgrounds:..

(Those that do not are typically both dislocated and disadvantaged and there-
,

fore are, presumably,, eligibleioriremedial serviceaunder the former umbrel-

la.)1 A program of remedial general education'and "starter" work experience

.would be quite beside the point for the majority of dislocated Workers.

Consequently, there would be few economies of scale or other efficiencies from

servicing the retraining needs, of dislocated workers' through the same institu-

tions develdped to meet the needs of the disadvantaged.'

Retraining Dislocated Workers in the Context
of Midcareer Retraining in General

More relevant to meeting the training needs Of dislocated workers today

are the experience of various past and present federal programs serving

various specific groups of dislocated workers. Prominent in this group are-
,

the activities under the Manpower Development and Training Act uring the

floksihilf of the 1960'i and more recent activities under the Trade Adjustment

Assistance Program, Redwood' Park Act, and other programs for specific groups

of dislocated workers.. Iflor present purposes the most significantfact to

retain from such experiences is that retraining is apparently not appropriate

for a substantial number perhaps a majority --of dislocated workers; therkey

evidence for this conclusion is that when sucln services are offered on a free
km1

but voluntary basis, only' a minority of eligible persons accept the offer.

At least four types of circumstances contribute to this pattern:

la my preVious paper on dislocated workers, I estimated that-48 percent

of dislocatec1workers are high school graduates, and an, additional 17 percent.

have at'least-some-educatiOn beyond higfi,schOol'.- Thus, abbut 35 percent of

dislocated workers dc5not haVe)ligh school diplomas. See Bendick and Devine,

"Workefg.Dislocated by EconomiC Change,opicit.y.Op,202=.203.
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Some workers who -are officially designated dislocated eventually
return to their-former-employment; This pattern held, for example,
for some 70 percent of pettoni certified in the early years andet
the.trade Adjustment Assistance program;

o Some workers who change employers do not-simultaneously change,
occupations. A secretary or a computer programmer, for example,
typically can leave a declining industry-for a growing on without
any need to alter their skills;

Some workers movin into new occu ations do so either with no
formal training or with training supplied by their new employers'
following hiring; and --,

. .

-Some arsons dislocated b' economic cha e elect to leave the labor
Retirement, seeking

designatiOn as disabled, and "taking time out to have a family" are
three'common forms Of this circumstance.

'While,this range of possibilities make it perhaps less surprising that

many individuals offered. training are not interested, they should not lead us

the,, concurrent situation that many adultwhrkers.who.are not dis-

located woultkl;e eager for training opportunities. These grOups include some

workers who-are unemployed but for reasons not originating with structural

change in the economy; some - workers who are.currently employed but who wish

to change occupations; Some workers who are currently employed but who wish

to upgrade their_skills to seek advancement; some workers who wish tomoder-

nize their skills to Prevent being dislocated by economiC'dhange in the

future; and some workers reehtering the labor force (e.g., after "taking time

*tit to have a family.") As''''the rate of structural economic changes.nct, techno-

logical change Continues to increase, it is reasonable toexpeCt that such

seekers fter midcgreer retraining will increase..

The' iMplicationi of. all the faCtors which we have conSidered,in this

chaOte are clear:. It dhAS not seem sensible for the federal government to

prescribe' retraining as a mandatory activity for dislocated workers. It does

not seem sensible -for. the federal government to pair dislocated workers with

disadvantaged workers for retraining purposes. And it does not seem sensible
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for the federal, government to aid the retraining of dislocated ,workers by

intervening on the supplier side of the market. Instead,. it seems more

appropriate for the federali.goverament to assist dislocated workers through

financing of training--th# demand side of the market--nd.to merge the train

ing needs of dislocated workers in with those of other midcareer seekers gf

training. A possible approach to a delivery systeM for providing such ser

vices will be discussed inthe next chapter of this report. 6
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V. TWO NEW INSTITUTIONS FOR MIDCAREER WORKER TRANSFORMATION;

In its three previous three chapters, this report has briefly examined

three alternative majOr types' of employment and training assistance whist

- .

might be provided to dislocated, workers. It reached geneielly negative

.

conclusions on the potential utility of mobility assistance, while it reached

generally poiitive conclusions. concerning the potentials utility .of some types

of-Aob search assistance and retraining assistance. The purpose of this

Chapter is to suggest appropriate delivgry systems for these two latter types
co)

of services.

From -what is known about the characteristics and needg of workers dis-

located by'economic change--as reported in this paper and my previous paperat

this stioject1 ---one general principle 'emerges which must guide the design of

- these delivery systemi. That principle is that the employment and training

needs. of dislocated workers area not shared enerallz.with disadvantaged

workers, but they are shared with the majority of the "mainstream" workforce,

Taking its.cue from this basic theme, the present chapter will discus:

twolpossible federal service delivery institutions, for providing employment

and training- services in the UniteccStates. ,One, focusing job' searcl

assistance efforts,. is modeled on the Canadian'Manpower Consultative Service
. t-

-

The other, for financing of training services, is modeled on the.Frencl

Further''Vocatibnal Training System. In each case, the institution .is envi

sioned.aa providing services to whoever in the labor market needs such ser

.vicee, with:dislocateeworkets being served as Tart:ofthat population; tha

is; .these delivery systems are not proposed to be exclusively for the use a:

dislocated workers but rather to address failures of the 'private market.fl:

$7:.

Bendick and 1:1(, ine,. "Workers ,Dislocated by Economic Change, op.cit
. -
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employmeand training services which Adversely 'affect dislocated workers.

simultaneously with many other workers as well.

Job Search Assistance in a Locale of Economic Decline

In chapter II of this report, we saw that Many workers dislocated by

economic change command only relatively weak job search skills, suffer from

the psycho ical 7doldrums't in terms of. willingness to search while unemploy-7

ed, and ess to suboptimal amounts of information on job opportunities

which, #be available locally or nationally. These characteristics they

share with many of their fellow workers who are unemployed ,for reasons unrelat-

0

ed to structural economic change, with many workers seeking to-reenter the.
0

labor forCe, and, indeed, with many currently-employedindividuals who might

be interested in changing jobs. And all these handicaps to. efficient and

effective job search are exacerbated when the search must beconducted in a

locale of high unemployment or long-term economic decline.

What sort of: job 'seal assistance institution would be useful to aver-
.

T

come such barriers to reemployment? .Michael C. Barth. and Fritzie'Reisner ha,ie

studied an organization called the Canadian ManpoweeConsultative SOvice (10).

as one' possible model. Briefly; -.they describe. MCS operations ire. follows.1

1.

When a plant shutdmin'.or 'mass layoff situation. arises,, 'the'MCS

becaMeainvolved immediately and temporarily (e.g., for 'a six month

to twelve ,month period). Thus, it supplements.the ..ongoing.local

labor market institution, at a time:of peak'demand.

MCS'amajor role.is_that:of coordinating, facilitating, and encour-.

aging the. oflocalresources, primarily. thode,pf.local
employers'and.local unions,- into a local committee.' It brings.in a.

modest amount of matching funds for administrative expenieb and the

services of 'a case officer,' but local government and. private re-

sources'must.also be.contributed.
'

r

This:material is . drawn from chapter 4 of Barth and Reisner, 14orker,

jullustmentu:op. cit.

r e
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All workers involved in the job reduction are contacted to see if
employment assistance is desired. (Typically, 70 percent respond

affirmatively.) Each individual expressing-interest is-then.inter-'
viewed individually to determine the most appropriate form of
assistance.

Q1

o Those'workers who need or desire career counseling, training in job
search skills, retraining, or relocation assistance arereferred to
the Canadian equivalent of the Job Service for such assistance.

The major form of assistance ..provided to most Workers --some 64
perdent of all cases is direct placement assistance.. Here, the key
role.Which the MCS and local committee play is to bring into the
open jobs in the idden labor market" which are typically
filled by word of m uth).

As I would envision so ething like the MCS in operation in the United

States, it would copy some spects of the Canadian approach directly and
,

modify others. for une 'thing, we saw earlier in this report that the U.S. Job

Service is not equipped to provide much career counseling or training in job

search skills. Thirefore, it would seem advisable for an MCS-like agency to

bring in the skills and resources to-provide sur-.. ',ices rather than to

reply on the local, Job Service. Second, I would see MCS-like intervention

being triggered not just,by a particular mass'layoff or plant closing but also

by long-term regional decline or persistent Unemployment. Third,,I would open

these services' to all persons in the labor force in a locale, not just thdte

directly affetted-by a layoff; this is because all job -seekers in a labor

market have increaseddifficulty finding jobs following a layoff, because of

the increased :cosipetition-fram thoselaid off. Along with these modifica7

tions,. however, I would preserve other aspects of the MCS approach: the

role as a suppleienter of existing services.ca Shott-term.basis, the tailor-
,

Ing to services of the neddt of each individual workerr the nonbureaucratic

.Styleof operatiot, OA the emphasison mobilizing and enhancing local. re-
-

sources.'
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In my previous paper estimating the extent1 and need for federal employ-

ment and training assistance to workeis dislo ted by economic change, I

--concluded that there are three key pockets o

action:1

such problems which require

economil dislocation defined in terms of regional economic dedline;

problems of the motor vehicleo the uniquely massive unemployment
manufactu'ing'industry; and

o the high 1 vels of unemployment in a
ing a mass\layoff.

local area immediately follow...

And earlier'in the present report, we concluded that there is a failure of the

private job pladement market in the form of less-thatr-optimal job opportunity

'information and less-than-optimal job search skills. The Canadian Manpowet

Coniultattre. Service deserves careful examination as a potential model for

federal - employment and training assistance designed to

specific problems and failures.

A Social Insurance Fund for Midcareer Retraining

respond to these

We also concluded, earlier in this report, that failure exists in the

.

private market provision of financial support for midcareer worker retraining,

for dislocated workers as well as many other workers. In searching for a

model institution addressing such a problem, we turn to the French Further

Vocational Training System.

The Further Vocational Training System in Frande was established by

an agreement between employers' associations and trade unions concluded in

1970 and reinforced by laws in 1971 and 1976.2 As a central feature of this

1 Bendick and Devine, 'Yorkers Dislocated by Economic
p.218.

-2 This description of the French system is based on Marc'Benditk, Jr.,
and Mary.Lou*Egan, Midcareer Worker Retrainin : 'A French Solution to An
American Problem, Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institution, forthcoming.
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system, every employer of 10 or more employees must support vocational brain-

ing by mair_in: 1.bution to the financing of training courses.

Contributionu are c...;lculated.as a.., percentage._. of the firm's total wage bill,

with the percentar:c ^.r- Pied annually by the governnment in its yearly

Finance Act; in 1975, it averaged 1.62 percent for all firms.

ways:

Employers may satisfy this contribution requirement in any of several

o By financing internal training programs for their own staff, either
conducting.the training themselves or paying for the services of an
outside training establishment through a multiyear agreement.

o By making a financial contribution to a ,training fund

established by agreements between employers or employer associaticne

and trade unions. These fuids may be national or local.

o By-making a financial Contribution (limited to 10 percent of their

contribution liability) to organizations experimenting with training

methods other than organized:training courses. .

By making a financial contribution to programs'for unemployed
persons in training canters approved by the government.

o By paying their contribution into the government treasury.

In practice, the vast majority of funds are allocated to the first of these

methods,--paricularly among large firms; about eight percent .of 'funds to, go .

the second method, primarily among small and medium firms in industries_withj/

strong trade unions; and only, one percent of funds i iis spent t the third way.

Approximately 120,000 firms and over five billion French francs are involved

each year;. typically, one person in eight in the labor force receives some

training during any year. Revenues may be used to finance trainees' wages

during training, as well as the out-of-pocket costs of. the training itself.

Workers may take advantage of training opportunities under this fUnd for

a number of purposes, including "refresher" courses in their current occupa-
_

tions and advandement higher-skill occupations. However, the use of
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greatest relevance to the U.S. concern with dislocated workers is that these

funds may be called upon for "adaptation" courses in which unemployed workers

switch to new fields of work or for "preventive courses in which currently

employed workers convert to new occupations created by technological Change.

.Thus, the fund becomes a valuable device both to workers--in assuring con

tinued employment- despite economic. change--and to employers--by providing a

trained labor force for emerging labor 'once needs.

Because the fund provides wage replacement benefits and tuition payments

to workers following dislocation, such-a fund would tend to overcome the "cash

flow" and "risk aversion" reasons that workers might'not,invest in their own

training. At the same time, by forcing employers to expend at least a minimum

level on training, it,would address their reluctance to invest in "general,

human capital" training whose- benefits, they may not receive. Thus, such a:.

fund can be seen primarily as addressing basic market failures in the retrain

ing market, rather than the more ad hoc needs of. dislocated workers TIE se..

Such a correction of basic market failure deserves careful scrutiny as a

possible new direction for federal employment and training assistance in the

.United States.

40 _
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